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YOU‘VE MADE THE RIGHT CHOICE! We have designed this product to operate reliably over many years. LD Systems stands for this with its name and many years of experience as a manufacturer of high-quality audio products. Please read this User‘s Manual carefully, so that you can begin making optimum use of your LD Systems product quickly. You can find more information about LD-SYSTEMS at our Internet site WWW.LD-SYSTEMS.COM



PREVENTIVE MEASURES
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1. Please read these instructions carefully. 2. Keep all information and instructions in a safe place. 3. Follow the instructions. 4. Observe all safety warnings. Never remove safety warnings or other information from the equipment. 5. Use the equipment only in the intended manner and for the intended purpose. 6. Use only sufficiently stable and compatible stands and/or mounts (for fixed installations). Make certain that wall mounts are properly installed and secured. Make certain that the equipment is installed securely and cannot fall down. 7. During installation, observ e the applicable safety regulations for your country. 8. Never install and operate the equipment near radiators, heat registers, ovens or other sources of heat. Make certain that the equipment is always installed so that is cooled sufficiently and cannot overheat. 9. Never place sources of ignition, e.g., burning candles, on the equipment. 10. Ventilation slits must not be blocked. 11. Keep a minimum distance of 20 cm around and above the device. 12. Do not use this equipment in the immediate vicinity of water (does not apply to special outdoor equipment - in this case, observe the special instructions noted below. Do not expose this equipment to flammable materials, fluids or gases. Avoid direct sunlight! 13. Make certain that dripping or splashed water cannot enter the equipment. Do not place containers filled with liquids, such as vases or drinking vessels, on the equipment. 14. Make certain that objects cannot fall into the device. 15. Use this equipment only with the accessories recommended and intended by the manufacturer. 16. Do not open or modify this equipment. 17. After connecting the equipment, check all cables in order to prevent damage or accidents, e.g., due to tripping hazards. 18. During transport, make certain that the equipment cannot fall down and possibly cause property damage and personal injuries. 19. If your equipment is no longer functioning properly, if fluids or objects have gotten inside the equipment or if it has been damaged in anot her way, switch it off immediately and unplug it from the mains outlet (if it is a powered device). This equipment may only be repaired by authorized, qualified personnel. 20. Clean the equipment using a dry cloth. 21. Comply with all applicable disposal laws in your country. During disposal of packaging, please separate plastic and paper/cardboard. 22. Plastic bags must be kept out of reach of children. 23. Please note that changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user´s authority to operate the equipment.
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FOR EQUIPMENT THAT CONNECTS TO THE POWER MAINS 24. CAUTION: If the power cord of the device is equipped with an earthing contact, then it must be connected to an outlet with a protective ground. Never deactivate the protective ground of a power cord. 25. If the equipment has been exposed to strong fluctuations in temperature (for example, after transport), do not switch it on immediately. Moisture and condensation could damage the equipment. Do not switch on the equipment until it has reached room temperature. 26. Before connecting the equipment to the power outlet, first verify that the mains voltage and frequency match the values specified on the equipment. If the equipment has a voltage selection switch, connect the equipment to the power outlet only if the equipment values and the mains power values match. If the included power cord or power adapter does not fit in your wall outlet, contact your electrician. 27. Do not step on the power cord. Make certain that the power cable does not become kinked, especially at the mains outlet and/or power adapter and the equipment connector. 28. When connecting the equipment, make certain that the power cord or power adapter is always freely accessible. Always disconnect the equipment from the power supply if the equipment is not in use or if you want to clean the equipment. Always unplug the power cord and power adapter from the power outlet at the plug or adapter and not by pulling on the cord. Never touch the power cord and power adapter with wet hands. 29. Whenever possible, avoid switching the equipment on and off in quick succession because otherwise this can shorten the useful life of the equipment. 30. IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Replace fuses only with fuses of the same type and rating. If a fuse blows repeatedly, please contact an authorised service centre. 31. To disconnect the equipment from the power mains completely, unplug the power cord or power adapter from the power outlet. 32. If your device is equipped with a Volex power connector, the mating Volex equipment connector must be unlocked before it can be removed. However, this also means that the equipment can slide and fall down if the power cable is pulled, which can lead to personal injuries and/or other damage. For this reason, always be careful when laying cables. 33. Unplug the power cord and power adapter from the power outlet if there is a risk of a lightning strike or before extended periods of disuse.
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CAUTION: To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove cover (or back). There are no user serviceable parts inside. Maintenance and repairs should be exclusively carried out by qualified service personnel.



The warning triangle with lightning symbol indicates dangerous uninsulated voltage inside the unit, which may cause an electrical shock. The warning triangle with exclamation mark indicates important operating and maintenance instructions.



DEUTSCH



Warning! This symbol indicates a hot surface. Certain parts of the housing can become hot during operation. After use, wait for a cool-down period of at least 10 minutes before handling or transporting the device. Warning! This device is designed for use below 2000 metres in altitude.
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Warning! This product is not intended for use in tropical climates.



ESPAÑOL



CAUTION! HIGH VOLUMES IN AUDIO PRODUCTS! This device is meant for professional use. Therefore, commercial use of this equipment is subject to the respectively applicable national accident prevention rules and regulations. As a manufacturer, Adam Hall is obligated to notify you formally about the existence of potential health risks. Hearing damage due to high volume and prolonged exposure: When in use, this product is capable of producing high sound-pressure levels (SPL) that can lead to irreversible hearing damage in performers, employees, and audience members. For this reason, avoid prolonged exposure to volumes in excess of 90 dB.



POLSKI



NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures: - Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. - Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. - Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected. - Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.



INTRODUCTION
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The LD Systems® DSP 44 K and DSP 45 K are designed to meet the very highest audio demands in terms of performance and functional reliability. The professional 4-channel power amplifiers feature an extensive range of DSP functions (DSP 44 K with Dante™ interface), delivering stunning performance and uncompromising sound quality with an output of 1,200 watts per channel and 2 x 2,400 watts bridged. The high-efficiency Class H topology with switching power supply and power factor correction (PFC) provide a wide dynamic range and excellent impulse fidelity. The power amplifiers are equipped with a soft starter and comprehensive circuitry protection, including DC, overcurrent, thermal and short circuit protection. Additional protection is provided by two limiters preventing power supply overload and power amplifier clipping, as well as by both temperature-controlled fans. These ensure exceptional operational safety even under extreme conditions. The 24-bit DSP allows precise control with FIR and IIR filters, parametric EQ, crossover, delay, RMS and peak limiters. User-configurable loudspeaker presets with password protection enable fast set-up. Both power amplifiers sport a menu driven 4-line display and rotary encoder with push button switch for easy configuration. The Dante™ interface (in the DSP 44 K) allows instant integration in Dante™ networks, while the software included enables computer control and monitoring. The LD Systems® DSP 44 K and DSP 45 K power amplifiers are housed in a dual rack space all-steel chassis and weigh just 7 kg. They provide balanced Neutrik® XLR inputs, speakON® output connectors plus USB and Ethernet ports. The preset library ensures optimum performance and safe operation of LD Systems® loudspeakers.
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CONNECTIONS, OPERATING AND DISPLAY ELEMENTS 6



1



7



3



8



2



9



DEUTSCH
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1 DISPLAY Multi-functional LC screen for display of speaker presets, audio signal level and channel mute. It also shows menu items in the edit menu, allowing system settings to be made as required.



FRANCAIS



2 MENU / ENTER Combined push-and-turn dial to access the edit menu and select and edit individual menu items. 3 EXIT / LOCK 1. EXIT: Press the button briefly to move up one level in the menu structure to the main display (more than once if necessary). 



2. LOCK: Press and hold the button for about 5 seconds to lock the controls and prevent unintentional and unauthorised changes being made. To deactivate the lock, press and hold the MENU dial for approximately 3 seconds.



ESPAÑOL



4 SELECT / MUTE A - D 1. SELECT: Briefly press the relevant button to select the desired channel in the edit menu. 



2. MUTE: Press and hold the relevant button for about 3 seconds to mute the selected channel and for about 3 seconds to unmute it. 5 CLIP



POLSKI



The CLIP LED display lights up when the relevant amp channel is operated in the upper threshold range. Brief illumination of the LED is uncritical here. In order to protect the system, an excessive signal level is gently down-regulated by the integrated limiters. If the CLIP LED lights up for a prolonged period or permanently, reduce the volume level. 6 PMS (POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM) The PMS is a an electronic protection system which permanently monitors the main amp parameters so as to only draw from the power supply the amount of current required to maintain safe operation (monitoring of signal input, capacity, temperature, current). The PMS LED lights up in the following situations:







2. Due to unfavourable operating conditions, the internal temperature rises to near the point when the system would automatically shutdown to prevent overheating. Here the system takes control, restricting current so as to maintain operational continuity at the power level which the amp is capable of withstanding at that particular moment.







3. Excessive mains current consumption. This only occurs either under laboratory conditions during protracted sinusoidal signal testing using dummy loads or in conditions of prolonged acoustic feedback. Here the PMS takes control to avoid any damage to the speakers and to prevent the mains breaker from tripping or the fuses blowing.



ITALIANO



1. During the power-up process until the amp is fully functional. The outputs are muted at the same time.



7 DATA The USB interface enables management and control of the DSP amp via LD Systems OCS software (can be downloaded free of charge on the product page at WWW.LD-SYSTEMS.COM). 8 VENTILATION GRILL In order to avoid overheating of the device, ensure that the ventilation grill is not covered and that air can circulate freely.
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9 POWER ON/OFF
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On/off switch for device’s power supply. 13



13 11 16 15



10



14



12



DEUTSCH



10 POWER CABLE Permanently attached power cable with CEE 7/7 mains plug. 11 LINE INPUT IN CH 1–4



FRANCAIS



Balanced line inputs for channels 1 to 4 with 3-pin XLR sockets (female). Control by unbalanced cables is also possible but balanced signal transmission is preferable due to the higher level of noise immunity. Balanced pin connections: Pin 1 = shield, Pin 2 = +, Pin 3 = Unbalanced pin connections: Pin 1 & 3 = shield & -, Pin 2 = + 12 LINK CH 1–4 Balanced line outputs for channels 1 to 4 with 3-pin XLR sockets (male). The sockets for the CH 1 to 4 line outputs are connected in parallel with the relevant input sockets IN CH 1 to 4.
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13 OUTPUT CH A - CH D SpeakON speaker outputs for channels A to D. To avoid damage to the equipment, make sure that the total impedance of the connected speakers is at least 2 ohms. Socket assignment OUT CH A/B: plus 1 & minus 1 = CH A / plus 2 & minus 2 = CH B Socket assignment OUT CH B: plus 1 & minus 1 = CH B Socket assignment OUT CH C/D: plus 1 & minus 1 = CH C / plus 2 & minus 2 = CH D Socket assignment OUT CH D: plus 1 & minus 1 = CH D
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In Bridge mode, the channel pairs CH A / CH B and CH C / CH D are linked to create higher-performance mono amps. The line input for Bridge A/B is XLR socket IN CH 1, for Bridge C/D the line input is XLR socket IN CH 3. In Bridge mode, the minimum impedance for connected speakers is 4 ohms. Socket assignment OUT CH A/B BRD: plus 1 & minus 2 Socket assignment OUT CH C/D BRD: plus 1 & minus 2
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14 ETHERNET The Ethernet interface enables management and remote control of the DSP amp via LD Systems OCS software (can be downloaded free of charge on the product page at WWW.LD-SYSTEMS.COM). 15 DANTE™ (DSP 44 K only) The Dante™ interface allows loss-free and interference-free transmission of digital audio signals over long distances using commonly available CAT5e (or better) Ethernet cables (Primary = Network 1, Secondary = Network 2). 16 HOUSING FAN In order to avoid overheating of the device, ensure that the fan is not covered and that air can circulate freely.
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MAIN DISPLAY



DEUTSCH



When the amp is switched on, the model name of the device and “Initializing Dante” (DSP44K only) appear briefly, then “Press A - Mute all” for a few seconds. In order to permanently mute all outputs at this point, press SELECT / MUTE button A to the right of the display briefly for as long as “Press A - Mute all” is shown. “All Muted” then briefly appears on the display. During the power-up process, all outputs are always muted and the PMS display LEDs for channels A to D light up. After the power-up process, the PMS display LEDs turn off and the main display appears showing the following information: speaker preset and audio level, channel mute (Mute), or amp limiter activated (LIMIT) for channels A to D.



A B C



Speaker preset
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D



Sound level Channel mute (MUTE) Limiter active (LIMIT)
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NOTE: Up to 80 so-called amp presets are available for the internal storage of individual settings in menu items 1 to 7 and 9 (see “ADVANCED MENU”). Only menu item 8 Input Configuration (analogue / Dante, DSP44K only) cannot be saved as an amp preset. Here the setting has to made separately. MENU ITEM 1 - SPEAKER PRESET (Speaker Select) Three libraries are available from which to select a speaker preset. 1. LD SYSTEMS: Presets for selected LD SYSTEMS speakers. 2. User: presets which can be created by the user (only using LD Systems OCS software). 3. Flat: three presets in which the audio signal is not processed by the internal DSP (01 Single Flat, 02 2Ways Flat, 03 Bridge Flat).
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Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 1. Spk. Sel. off. Now press one of the buttons SELECT A to D to open the desired preset library for the relevant channel. To do this, turn the dial to move the arrow to Library, confirm by pressing the dial, select the desired library by turning the dial and confirm again by pressing the dial. In order to load a speaker preset, turn the dial to move the arrow to the bottom line of the display, select the desired speaker preset by turning the dial and then press the dial. To confirm, press the dial until Yes appears in the bottom line and then press the dial again. In order to select and edit one of the other channels A to D, turn the dial to move the arrow to Output Channel, press the dial, select the desired channel by turning the dial and confirm by pressing the dial once again (further steps as described above). When speaker presets are loaded, the data of the previously loaded preset is overwritten. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.



MENU ITEM 2 - GAIN Set the gain of channels A to D from -60dB to +12dB. Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 2. Gain off. Now press one of the buttons SELECT A to D and make the desired setting in the relevant channel by turning the dial (turn slowly for fine adjustment and quickly for rough adjustment). Press the dial to activate. In order to select and edit one of the other channels A to D, turn the dial to move the arrow to the desired channel, press the dial and make the settings as described above. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.
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MENU ITEM 3 - CHANNEL MUTE (Mute) Mute channels A to D.
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Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 3. Mute off. Now press one of the buttons SELECT A to D and make the desired setting in the relevant channel by turning the dial (Mute On/Mute Off). Press the dial to activate. In order to select and edit one of the other channels A to D, turn the dial to move the arrow to the desired channel, press the dial and make the settings as described above. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.



DEUTSCH



MENU ITEM 4 - POLARITY Set the polarity of channels A to D. Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 4. Pol. off. Press one of the buttons SELECT A to D and make the desired setting in the relevant channel by turning the dial (Normal (+) = polarity not inverted, Invert (-) = polarity inverted). Press the dial to activate. In order to select and edit one of the other channels A to D, turn the dial to move the arrow to the desired channel, press the dial and make the settings as described above. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.
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MENU ITEM 5 - DELAY Set the channel delay for channels A to D.
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Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 5. Delay off. Now press one of the buttons SELECT A to D and make the desired setting in the relevant channel by turning the dial (delay is displayed in metres and milliseconds, delay up to max. 138 ms, 25°C = reference temperature – setting for reference temperature via LD Systems OCS software). Press the dial to activate. In order to select and edit one of the other channels A to D, turn the dial to move the arrow to the desired channel, press the dial and make the settings as described above. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.
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MENU ITEM 6 - PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER 12-band parametric equalizer for channels A to D. Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 6. PEQ off. Press one of the buttons SELECT A to D to make the desired setting in the relevant channel. Turn the dial to select the desired equalizer band 1 to 12 in order to edit, then confirm by pressing the dial (Band 1 = Low Shelf, Band 2–11 = Bell, Band 12 = High Shelf). Now you can edit the filter quality (Q), frequency (Freq.) and gain (Gain) of the selected band according to preference by moving the arrow to the relevant position, pressing the dial to confirm and making settings by turning the dial. Press the dial to activate. In order to select and edit one of the other channels A to D, press EXIT once, move the arrow to the desired channel, press the dial and make the settings as described above. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.
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MENU ITEM 7 - INPUT ROUTING Route inputs 1 to 4 to channels A to D.



DEUTSCH
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Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 7. Input Route off. Now press one of the buttons SELECT A to D and make the desired setting in the relevant channel by turning the dial (route inputs 1–4, 1 + 2 , 3 + 4). Press the dial to activate. In order to select and edit one of the other channels A to D, turn the dial to move the arrow to the desired channel, press the dial and make the settings as described above. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.



MENU ITEM 8 - INPUT SIGNAL Set the input signal (analogue, DANTE - LD DSP44K only.
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Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 8. Input Conf. off. Press one of the buttons SELECT A to D to make the desired setting in the relevant input pair by turning the dial (input 1 + 2, input 3 + 4). Press the dial to activate. In order to select and edit the other input pair, turn the dial to move the arrow to the desired pair, press the dial and make the settings as described above. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.



MENU ITEM 9 - OUTPUT CONFIGURATION Set the output configuration (Single, 2-Way active, Bridge).



POLSKI
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Briefly press the MENU dial to access the device settings selection menu and then turn the dial to select menu item 9. Outp. Conf. off. Press one of the buttons SELECT A to D and set the desired output configuration for the relevant channel pair by turning the dial. Press the dial. Turn the dial until Yes appears in the bottom line and then press again to confirm. In order to select and edit the other channel pair, turn the dial to move the arrow to the desired pair, press the dial and make the settings as described above. When the output configuration is changed, the data of the previously loaded preset is overwritten. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button, several times if necessary.



ADVANCED MENU Press and hold the MENU dial for about 3 seconds to get to the advanced menu. Select the desired menu item by turning the MENU dial (note position of arrow) and confirm by pressing the dial. The menu item Amp Preset is for managing the amp presets, while the menu item Amp Setup allows an individual amp name to be entered, as well as the IP address and a password if required. The temperature of the individual amp channels can be viewed as a percentage under the menu item Amp Temperature, while Amp Info provides the serial number, firmware version and operation time.
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Amp Preset - Load Amp Preset In order to load a saved amp preset from the internal memory, select the menu item Load Amp Preset by turning the MENU dial and confirming by pressing the dial. Now select the amp preset to be loaded by turning the dial once again and confirm by pressing the dial. In the subsequent dialogue, turn the dial to select “Yes” and confirm by pressing the dial. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button twice.
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Amp Preset - Save Amp Preset
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Up to 80 presets are available for internal storage of individual settings in menu items 1–7 and 9. Only menu item 8 Input Signal (analogue / Dante, DSP44K only) cannot be saved as an amp preset. Here the setting has to made separately. Make the settings in menu items 1 to 7 and 9 as required then select the menu item Save Amp Preset in the advanced menu and select an empty preset (Empty) by turning the dial. Confirm by pressing the dial and enter the characters for the preset name one by one by repeated turning and pressing of the dial (15 characters maximum). To save the preset, press the SELECT / MUTE button D. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button twice.



DEUTSCH



Amp Preset - Factory Settings To return the amp to its factory settings, select the menu item Factory Settings, press the MENU dial, turn the dial to select “Yes” in the following dialogue and confirm by pressing the dial. Speaker presets in the LD SYSTEMS library are preserved, password request is set to disabled and the password is reset to 0000 (four zeros).
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Amp Setup - Name To give the amp an individual name, select the menu item Name, press the MENU dial and enter the characters of the name one by one by repeated turning and pressing of the dial (10 characters maximum). When the tenth character has been entered, press the dial once again to confirm entry.



ESPAÑOL



Amp Setup - IP address To manually assign an IP address to the amp, select the menu item IP and press the MENU dial. Now the number can be entered for the first of four number blocks by turning the dial. Confirm entry by pressing the dial, then the number for the second block can be entered. Proceed in the same way to enter the numbers for blocks three and four.
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Amp Setup - Password
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In order to protect the amp from unwanted and unauthorised access, the password request can be enabled and a 4-digit number can be set as the password. Select the menu item Password, press the MENU dial, turn the dial to select “enable” and confirm by pressing the dial. Now the number can be entered for the first digit by turning the dial. Press the dial to confirm this entry and then set the second digit. Proceed in the same way to enter the numbers for digits three and four. Password entry is now requested before it is possible to access the amp menu. To disable the password request, select “disable” and confirm by pressing the dial.



Amp Temperature The temperature of the individual amp channels can be viewed as a percentage under the menu item Amp Temperature. Select the menu item Amp Temperature and press the MENU dial (0% = low temperature, no danger to the system, 100% = high temperature, the PMS (Power Management System) takes over control and regulates the power supply). In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button twice.
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Amp Info
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The menu item Amp Info provides the serial number, firmware version and operation time in hours and minutes. Select the menu item Amp Info and press the MENU dial. In order to return to the main display, briefly press the EXIT / LOCK button twice.



4-Channel



4-Channel



Rated output power (1 kHz @ 2 Ohm):



4 x 1200 W



4 x 1200 W



Rated output power (1 kHz @ 2,7 Ohm):



4 x 1500 W



4 x 1500 W



Rated output power (1 kHz @ 4 Ohm):



4 x 1200 W



4 x 1200 W



Rated output power (1 kHz @ 8 Ohm):



4 x 675 W



4 x 675 W



Rated output power (Bridge @ 4 Ohm):



2 x 2400 W



2 x 2400 W



Rated output power @ 70 V Mode:



4 x 1200 W



4 x 1200 W



Rated output power @ 100 V Mode:



2 x 2400 W



2 x 2400 W



Output circuitry:



Class H



Class H



Frequency response +/- 1dB:



10 Hz - 22000 Hz (depending on preset)



10 Hz - 22000 Hz (depending on preset)



THD:



< 0,05 % @ 1 kHz (depending on preset)



< 0,05 % @ 1 kHz (depending on preset)



Gain:



32 dB (depending on preset)



32 dB (depending on preset)



Protection circuits:



Over-current, soft-start, DC, thermal overload, short circuit, multiband peak limiter, RMS limiter, SMPS overload limiter, output clip limiter



Over-current, soft-start, DC, thermal overload, short circuit, multiband peak limiter, RMS limiter, SMPS overload limiter, output clip limiter



Controls:



Push encoder; 4 direct access buttons; exit/ Push encoder; 4 direct access buttons; exit/ lock button ; Power Switch lock button ; Power Switch



Indicators:



4 line LC Display with backlight



4 line LC Display with backlight



AD/DA converter sampling frequency:



48 kHz



48 kHz



AD/DA converter resolution:



24 Bit



24 Bit



Dynamic range:



104 dB



104 dB



Maximum delay / Channel:



input: 48m(141ms) / output: 1m(3ms)



input: 48m(141ms) / output: 1m(3ms)



DSP Functions:



FIR and IIR filters, parametric EQ, crossover, I/O delay, RMS and Peak limiters, input matrix, password protected loudspeaker presets



FIR and IIR filters, parametric EQ, crossover, I/O delay, RMS and Peak limiters, input matrix, password protected loudspeaker presets



Line inputs:



4



4



Line input connectors:



Neutrik XLR



Neutrik XLR



Line through:



4



4



Line through connectors:



Neutrik XLR



Neutrik XLR



Loudspeaker outputs:



4



4



Speaker output connections:



Speakon



Speakon



Digital audio interface:



DANTE™ (Digital Audio Network Through Ethernet)



Cooling:



two temperature controlled fans



two temperature controlled fans



Operating voltage:



Switching power supply, 200-240 V AC, 50-60Hz



Switching power supply, 200-240 V AC, 50-60Hz



Power consumption @ full load:



1900 W



1900 W



Ambient temperature (in operation):



0°C - 40°C



0°C - 40°C



Relative humidity (in operation): 
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DSP 45 K DSP 44 K AWS 

USERÂ´S MANUAL. BEDIENUNGSANLEITUNG. MANUEL D`UTILISATION. MANUAL DE USUARIO. INSTRUKCJA OBSÅ�UGI. MANUALE D' USO. DSP 45 K. 4-CHANNEL DSP AMPLIFIER. LDDSP45K. DSP 44 K. 4-CHANNEL DSP AMPLIFIER WITH DANTE. LDDSP44K ...
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dsp 45 k pb en 

During transport, make certain that the equipment cannot fall down and possibly cause property damage and personal injuries. 15. If your equipment is no ...
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dsp parameter ld stinger g3 series 

3,1. PEQ8. Gain [dB]. High Shelf - 2 dB. Frequency [Hz]. 310 Hz. Slope [Bw]. -. SAT - Satellite | FR - Full-Range | MON - Monitor | FLT- Flat. DSP PARAMETER.
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dsp parameter ld stinger g3 series 

0,7. 3. 0,7. 2. 2. PEQ2. Gain [dB]. -3 dB. +8 dB. -3 dB. -3 dB. -1 dB. + 6 dB. -2 dB. -1 dB. Frequency [Hz]. 500 Hz. 65 Hz. 500 Hz. 500 Hz. 150 Hz. 65 Hz. 1500 Hz.
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DSP Remote Monitor 

Configuraci'n de mƒscaras de alarmas en funci'n espectros hist'ricos. Conversor de unidades de frecuencia y amplitud. Ma
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DSP Remote Monitor 

de condici'n de mƒTuinas por vibraciones y otras variables. Un dispositivo de control 24/7 Tue puede comunicarse por red
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Nexthink Gold Partner DSP entwickelt â€œDSP ... 

Zum Portfolio der DSP gehÃ¶ren neben Unternehmensberatung und Implementierung unterschiedlicher Software-LÃ¶sungen (darunter Nexthink, Matrix42, CA ...
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DSP NOTES PREPARED 

It is very difficult to perform precise mathematical operations on signals in ...... Î² is constant that specifies a freq response trade off between the peak height of the ...
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DIGITECH DSP 128 PLUS PDF 

DIGITECH DSP 128 PLUS PDF - Are you looking for Ebook digitech dsp 128 plus PDF ? You will be glad to know that right now digitech dsp 128 plus PDF is available on our online library. With our online resources, you can find digitech dsp 128 plus or j
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digitech dsp 128 plus pdf 

You are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost at all. digitech dsp 128 plus PDF may not make exciting reading, but digitech dsp 128 plus is packed with valuable instructions, information and warnings. We also have many ebooks a
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LD WIN42 - LD Systems 

Make certain that the power cable does not become kinked, especially at the mains outlet ...... ES El sistema con micro
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PRE-K & K PRE-K & K 

ROUND UP. Los formularios de inscripciÃ³n estÃ¡n disponibles en el sitio web de BISD: www.brazosportisd.net. La finaliza
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LD Systems CURV500ES LD Systems Catalogue 

benefits of the compact CURV 500Â® come into their own. One system â€“ several options. The CURV 500Â® can be installed on the wall or ceiling, depending on ...Es fehlt:
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ld-systems 

Never remove safety warnings or other information from the equipment. ... When connecting the equipment, make certain th
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LD Systems CURV500ES LD Systems Catalogue 

Over-current, soft-Start, DC, thermal overload, short circuit. CONTROLS: Push encoder. INDICATORS: OLED graphic display. MAXIMUM DELAY / CHANNEL:.
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k 

TERMODINÁMICA Y MÁQUINAS TÉRMICAS. Ciclos de motores de combustión interna y Turbinas de gas. Tradicionalmente los motor
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~~¿k~ 

Commission, en el Food Chemical Codex (FCC), en la Association of Official. Agricultural Chemists (AOAC) y las normas vi
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k 

t'ze p Eïe. Los recurscs m ateria de la presente transferencia financiera .... 2. 1600.000.00. 1,740,000.00. LOCALIDAD D
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ld statement - LD Systems Philippines 

LD STATEMENT. ZUR AKTUELLEN FREQUENZSITUATION IM BEREICH DER WIRELESS SYSTEME 2010 â€“ 2015. Adam Hall GmbH Â· Daimlerstr. 9 61267 Neu-Anspach Germany. Tel.: (+49) 60 81 / 94 19 0 Fax.: (+49) 60 81 /94 19 1000 e-mail: [email protected]. â€¢ In welche
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LD Systems CURV500ES LD Systems Catalogue 

Up to four Array Satellites can be effortlessly interconnected with the LD ... Plug-and-Play? Whatever. ... benefits of the compact CURV 500Â® come into their own.
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AX-DSP-FD2 T-Harness A 

hace 2 días - INSTRUCCIONES DE T-ARNÉS. T-Arnés AX-DSP-FD2. • Si instala SOLAMENTEun subwoofer, conecte los dos conector
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... autorización del órgano faculta o, por lo que se requiere la celebración del presente instrumento, en atención al~.
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